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ABSTRACT 

In Escherichia coli (E. coli), the expression of the catabolic operons is suppressed in the 

presence of glucose. This phenomenon is called glucose effect and is usually explained by two 

regulatory mechanisms namely, cAMP effect and inducer exclusion. The data suggests that both 

these mechanisms cannot explain the 600-fold effect of catabolite repression. A mechanism 

called ‗positive feedback‘ has been hypothesized to explain the huge effect of glucose on 

catabolic operons by Narang and Pilyugin (2007). Since positive feedback can amplify the small 

effects of inducer exclusion, cAMP effect, and dilution, it seems to be the most plausible 

mechanism for catabolite repression. In this study, positive feedback mechanism was checked by 

an indirect method, i.e., by testing for the presence of bistability as it is the definite proof of the 

existence of positive feedback. Bistability has been observed frequently with non-metabolizable 

inducers. But to date, studies investigating bistability with metabolizable inducer have produced 

ambiguous results. The main aim of this study is to check bistability under various conditions in 

the melibiose operon. In this work, we studied bistability in the strains having varying activities 

of α-galactosidase, keeping the permease level constant. We observed bistability in all the 

strains, importantly, wild-type strain (lacY
-
) for melibiose operon. In E. coli mel operon, 

catabolite repression was abolished by over-expressing the melibiose permease by four-fold 

under the control of an inducible promoter. These two observations strongly suggest the 

existence of positive feedback in the melibiose operon. 

We proceeded to investigate the effect of overcoming of catabolite repression on carbon flux. 

For this, we used various constitutively expressed melibiose permease mutants and measured the 

glucose and melibiose consumption rates. We found that as we increase the uptake rate of 

melibiose, carbon throughput increased by more than 50 % which has important implications in 
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biotechnology. We also observed that on increasing the permease level, growth rate increases on 

melibiose as the sole carbon source. It suggests that melibiose uptake is the limiting factor for 

growth on pure melibiose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

सार 

                (ई.     ई)   ,           उ          catabolic  operons (             )    

         दब गई     इस         '           '             औ  इस           द         

           स             , cAMP effect  (cAMP     ) औ  Inducer exclusion (Inducer       )  

      स                 द        इस              द   (catabolite repression)    600 ग    

                       स            ग औ      ग इ  (2007)       catabolic operons           

                                    'स               ' (Positive feedback)             

               गई           'स               ' Inducer       , cAMP     , औ        

                      ब   स      , इस            द          सबस       स        ग       

इस         , स                                                गई,       ,            

(Bistability)    उ                      ,          स                             

                ग  -    ब   इ  ब  Inducers    स   ब  -ब                द    गई           

     , metabolizable inducer    स                                             द    

    इस               उ          ब                                                   

              इस       ,      स   -                       , α-galactosidase      ग-  ग 

ग                                                      स   उ   द                द   , 
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                             ग               ब                           ‘     द  ’    
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